Key…Skulls of American Mammals
Bryan P. Glass & Monte L. Thies
Many have used this manual as both a reference & a tool for working
in and teaching mammalogy, since its first appearance in 1951. This
sought-after 1997 third edition provides a comprehensive treatment of
all mammal genera occurring in North America north of Mexico, both
native & introduced, including marine mammals found in coastal
waters. Illustrated with accurate line drawings.
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Illustrated Key to Skulls
J. Knox Jones, Jr. & Richard W. Manning
This book is a must-have for every student of mammology. Illustrated
with photographs & line drawings, this volume uses two or more pairs
of contrasting characters in the key. Complete with glossary and
bibliography. Highly recommended!
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Animal Skulls – A Teaching Guide
Richard S. White
A manual organized into a series of units which present lesson plans,
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objectives, and vocabulary for teachers and nature educators interested in using animal skulls to teach concepts of natural history, adaptation, form & function, and ecology. Material is presented which the
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teacher can tailor to any level audience. Illustrated w/line drawings.
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A Key Guide to Mammal Skulls
Aryan Roest
A non-technical, illustrated key, for use in the field. Written for the student, hiker or naturalist who comes upon mammal remains & wishes to
know what kind of a beast it is. Identifies the skulls & jaws of species
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(or groups for many of the small, difficult-to-identify species), enabling
one to enter quickly into technical comprehensive keys. Covers native
& domesticated mammals of the U.S. & southern Canada. Unusual in
making possible identification from lower jaws alone.
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Mammalian Osteology

B. Miles Gilbert

Mammalian Osteology is one of the most comprehensive books available on
the subject of North American mammal bones. Hundreds of illustrations guide
the reader through the fascinating world of identification and classification.
Skeletal bones pictured include skulls, ribs, digits, and long bones. These illustrations give the reader a true understanding of the full skeleton, as well as
make it possible to identify an animal by a single bone. Simple enough for the
beginning student and yet useful for even the most advanced study. An excellent addition to any book collection.
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Skulls & Bones

WBK-006

Glen Searfoss

A sun-bleached skull lies half-hidden by a veil of grass & leaves. What type of
animal did it come from? What did the animal eat? How did it behave? Skulls
and Bones gives hobbyists, artists, & outdoors enthusiasts of all ages the skill
& knowledge to answer those questions & many others, allowing them to
quickly identify mammal bones & comprehend what structures indicate about
the animal’s lifestyle.
Packed with detailed, informative line drawings, tips on building a bone collection, & listings of environmental organizations & scientific equipment suppliers,
Skulls and Bones can serve as the foundation of a fascinating new hobby or a
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useful reference for the experienced collector or biologist.
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Jerry Pallotta & Ralph Masiello

Books

Skull Alphabet

Bestselling author Jerry Pallotta’s The Skull Alphabet features a strikingly illustrated selection of skulls. Readers of all ages will enjoy learning about animals
by examining mystery skulls from A to Z. The inviting and witty text gives the
basics on bone structure and the functions that it dictates, keeping you in
stitches all the while. With Ralph Masiello’s detailed art and Pallotta’s comic
touch, each page boasts enough information to turn even the most casually
curious into a savvy bone-sleuth. Fill your cranium with skull facts as you
follow the clues to uncover each skull’s identity.
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Atlas of Human Osteology Evan Matshes, Sher & Mohamed
An Atlas of Human Osteology is a simple, down-to-earth and beautifully photographed exposé of human skeletal anatomy. It has been prepared for use by
students and teachers of the anatomical and health-related sciences as a powerful laboratory guide to a complex topic.
With more than 200 photographs, this atlas serves as a valuable resource for
everyone interested in the anatomy of the human skeleton!
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